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ABOUT OUR DELIVERY OFFER 

 

RL Miller offers delivery service to local customers. 
We offer next day, next week, and periodic delivery services with our company van and 
often use trucking services or couriers to reach our delivery deadlines if necessary. We 
have the inventory and resources to get the parts you need to you when you need them, 
and to help you stay stocked up and ready for regular maintenance and repair needs. 
With just one phone call, you can speak with one of our knowledgeable staff who can 
help match you up with the parts you need. At RL Miller, we carry over 30 of the leading 
manufacturers that represent a wide range of industries, from oil and gas and mining, to 
chemical and microbreweries. We can work with you to schedule a convenient delivery 
time so that you don't have to take any more time out of your day to deal with parts 
issues.  
Local delivery is just one way we are working to provide the best in customer service. 
We understand that satisfied customers are what have helped to make us the leading 
supply company in Western PA. Our reputation was built on offering high quality parts, 
solutions to technical problems and a positive customer experience. We are happy to 
continue this tradition of excellence with reliable delivery services that will make sure 
that you meet your deadlines, stay on schedule and continue to work with equipment 
that is running at an optimal level.  
Even when things get hectic at RL Miller, we will go the extra mile to make sure that 
your delivery is made on time. In fact, in the vast majority of cases, you can place your 
order and have your part in hand the very next day. Keeping your equipment up and 
running has never been simpler or more convenient. Call us today to take advantage of 
our local delivery services and extensive inventory of high quality parts that are perfect 
for a wide variety of applications.  
 


